
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of public policy manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for public policy manager

Translating raw data into usable insights
Identifying time trends and robust relationships between variables
Hypothesis testing and causal inference
Producing data visualizations
Writing and editing reports for external publications, including blog posts,
white papers, and academic publication
Identifying academic, governmental, and nonprofit partners to collaborate on
projects
Outreach among key stakeholders to communicate our efforts
Work cross functionally with Communications, Public Policy, Legal,
Operations, and Security teams to mitigate risks across the platforms
Develop and implement a targeted external communication strategy to
enhance the Public Policy NMP’s outreach to clients, prospects and other
entities, through presentations, webinars, Washington Updates, social media
and other thought leadership opportunities
Develop tracking reports to evaluate and monitor the outreach through
project management timelines, weekly reporting for key activities and other
deliverables

Qualifications for public policy manager

Strong knowledge of, and background in, advocacy and public policy
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particularly those involving cloud computingHighly effective oral, written and
interpersonal communication skills
Demonstrated ability to effectively and comfortably interact at highest
corporate, government and financial services agency levels
Ability to maintain highest personal levels of ethical conduct, confidentiality
and integrity, with strongest professional reputation in the industry
Strong knowledge of and background in advocacy and public policy
development pertaining to information technology-related (IT) issues such as
an “innovation agenda” and cloud computing related policies such as IT
procurement, national/local government IT and data management reform, IT
government policies on infrastructure/applications, information security,
privacy protection, liability limitation, Internet access, IT services, corporate
compliance, requirements for critical AWS verticals (ex
Intellectually attuned to financial services issues
Understanding of basic accounting principles is essential


